The incremental conceptualiser (INC), cf figure 1, is a model of the first stage of the human language production system according to Levelt (1989) . The starting point of conceptualisation can be located at different places in cognition, depending on the domain that is spoken about. INC generates online descriptions of events. This is a twofold restriction. Firstly, it only generates verbal descriptions of events (situations). Descriptions of objects and other concepts could be generated along similar lines, but this is not done. Secondly, it operates in an online setting, ie the verbalisations are produced while the events take place. Hence, INC is strongly data-driven. This allows to correlate input and output, which is a means to overcome the major difficulty in investigating conceptualisation: it is never directly observable but only via another modality, eg language, gesture, movements, etc.
To cope with the dynamics of the online setting an incremental mode of operation is used. The characteristic behaviour that is exhibited by incremental models is that output is produced before all input, which may be relevant for the correct and complete computation of the corresponding output, is available. It is usually achieved by the parallel (cascaded) processing of a sequential information stream, ie that as soon as a piece of information (an increment) was processed on one stage it is passed on to the next stage and the next input increment is read in.
INC can generate verbal descriptions for two domains: motion events and sketch generation events. For each domain there is a perceptual pre-processing unit, which is not part of INC. The output of these units are perceived entities, ie simple concepts that are the starting point of conceptualisation. The output of the conceptualiser are special conceptual structures (preverbal messages) that correspond to the semantic structures of Jackendoff (1990) in their level of abstractness.
The overall conceptualisation task is subdivided into four main tasks: construction of the current conceptual representation (CCR), selection of the events (situations) that are described verbally, linearisation of the selected events, and generation of preverbal messages describing these events. The construction process is supported by the concept matcher, which matches the incoming perceived entities onto productions stored in the concept storage (CS) in order to build up hierarchical conceptual structures. For a more detailed description of INC see Guhe, Habel, & Tschander (2003) .
Instead of developing INC within a unified cognitive architecture like Soar (Newell, 1990) or ACT-R (Anderson and Lebiere, 1998) I built it 'from scratch'. The main reason for this is that the phenomenon of incrementality is best modelled by a cascade of processes that work in parallel (here: construction, selection, linearisation, and PVM-generation). However, realising notions like 'process' and 'cascade' is rather difficult in unified cognitive architectures. INC is a parameterised model. By assigning different values to parameters, which (in part) model cognitive resources, INC's behaviour is adapted so that different preverbal messages can be generated for the same sequence of perceived entities. Since the input to the pre-processing units is identical to the one used for verbalisation studies, in which participants have to perform the same task, the output of the simulations can be compared to the empirically observed verbalisations. In this way the cognitive adequacy of INC is evaluated.
